



USS Delphyne 9810.19


Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><<><><BEGIN   MISSION><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

CEOMadred:
::finishes working on a cross circuit pathway behind a panel in ME and turns to see the EO, hands a tool to Jackson and moves to talk to Lefler::

FCO_Wall:
::is walking down corridor towards TL::

EO_Lefler:
::In Main Engineering running catalogue of repair equipment ready to be beamed down to Outpost upon arrival::

OPS_Lynam:
::On Bridge at OPS::

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::takes the toold and grimaces as he puts it in a eng kit and closes the panel::

TO_NaVar:
::walks the halls of the outpost making final notes on his report::

CMORevvik:
::sitting in med chair on the bridge:

CO_Kemet:
:: sitting in chair :: FCO: ETA to Outpost?

FCO_Wall:
::reaches TL:: TL: bridge

CTO_Nash:
sitting at tac::

CEOMadred:
::makes his way to Lefler and stops leaning against a panel::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: The USS Delphyne moves toward outpost Daniels 07

CEOMadred:
EO: I have been meaning to talk to you for quite some time now ....... ::glances at the young Ensign::

CO_Kemet:
<other FCO>: 5 minutes.

XO_Grant:
::on the bridge in XO chair::

EO_Lefler:
::turns to face CEO:: CEO: Yes sir?

FCO_Wall:
::enters bridge::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Let's run that drill.

XO_Grant:
CO: plain red alert ?

Sci_Psion:
...

CEOMadred:
::scratches at the back of his neck:: EO: Well, I wanted to find out how things have been coming for you on the Delphyne, ........ are you acclimating well?

Sci_Psion:
...

FCO_Wall:
::walks over to FC, motions to FC officer::

CSO_Ryan:
::sits at science station::

OPS_Lynam:
::Cracks knuckles::

CEOMadred:
EO: Any problems with other officers ....... I should know about?

XO_Grant:
CTO: run red alert drill

CO_Kemet:
XO: Yes, we'll slow to impulse, do our weapons fir, then continue ::

CTO_Nash:
XO:aye sir

CTO_Nash (Sound - Alert.wav):
(drill)  red alert

CEOMadred:
::watches as the red alert Klaxons come screaming on in ME and turns looking around for anyone not at there post::

EO_Lefler:
CEO: Everything is going fine sir. Couldn't be better. Haven't had the time to meat that many people yet, but that is because we have been busy. I am sure I will after this mission is oover though. I am inherently social

CEOMadred:
Eng Crew:: Battle stations ......... move it everybody ........

EO_Lefler:
::heads to alert station::

XO_Grant:
FCO: slow us to 3/4 impulse

FCO_Wall:
::puts FC on red alert status::

FCO_Wall:
XO: aye sir

CEOMadred:
::turns to his repeater stations and gives them a quick scan before running out of ME:: EO: Get things going .............

CSO_Ryan:
Psion:run a level 3 diagnostic of the external sensor grid

OPS_Lynam:
::takes power offline to recreational systems::

EO_Lefler:
::Raises shield stenght, readys launching sustems and runs sensors at full capacity

XO_Grant:
CTO: launch a class 5 drone programmed for attack on Delphyne

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Yes sir.

CTO_Nash:
xo:aye sir

EO_Lefler:
::Shield backup ready to take over, Life support systems set. Back up generators hot and ready::

CMORevvik:
*Headnurse* ready sickbay, hurry

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::turns and drops the eng kit off at a locker before moving to core monitor::

XO_Grant:
::monitors the launch of the drone::

Sci_Psion:
::runs diagnostic::

CEOMadred:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge ............

CTO_Nash:
launch's a class 5 drone::

CEOMadred:
::hears the TL whir its way up::

CO_Kemet:
:: watching section reports on chair panel ::

OPS_Lynam:
::Monitors department communications for readiness::

CMORevvik:
::punches buttons on panel coordinating with sickbay::

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> ::comes running into ME nodding to the EO and heading for his station::

XO_Grant:
CTO: test the phasers on low power , the drone's armour should hold

EO_Lefler:
::Engeneering deck secured, Antimatter pods secured.::

CTO_Nash:
xo aye sir

CTO_Nash:
::fires phasors at drone::

CSO_Ryan:
::begins checking the internal sensor grid::

CEOMadred:
::exits TL on the bridge and looks at the view screen first for an enemy vessel, moves to the Eng station::

XO_Grant:
:: moniters drone as it makes a pass to attack the ship::

Sci_Psion:
CSO::  Diagnostic complete sir.  All systems check out fine.

CO_Kemet:
:: sees impact, and feels good ::

EO_Lefler:
*CEO* Engineering reads alert status ready sir

OPS_Lynam:
ALL: All departments report status.

CEOMadred:
*Eng*: Transfer engineering control to the bridge ....... *EO*: Understood ...........

CMORevvik:
XO: Medical Department ready

FCO_Wall:
::taps adjustments on panel::

CEOMadred:
XO: Main Engineering reports red alert status ..........

EO_Lefler:
::Sees engineering panel on bridge go active::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: All stations manned and ready.

CEOMadred:
<Yang> ::wearily enters ME as he was sleeping and heads for shield nutation station::

CO_Kemet:
OPS/CTO: Very good.

XO_Grant:
CMO:acknowledged

XO_Grant:
CEO: acknowledged

CEOMadred:
::moves to where he can overlook the command deck::

CO_Kemet:
CTO:  Lets finish off this drill and get to the outpost.

XO_Grant:
CTO: have you weapons lock on the drone yet

CEOMadred:
*EO*: Stand down ...... red alert.  ::moves back to station and enters the command protocols::

CTO_Nash:
co:aye sir

CTO_Nash:
Xo:yes sir

OPS_Lynam:
::Monitors power grid::

XO_Grant:
CTO: fire then, and report the result

EO_Lefler:
::Stands down from RA:: Engineering: Stand down boys. Nice job

CTO_Nash:
Xo:waiting for the order to fire at the drone

CTO_Nash:
::fires phasors at drone::

CO_Kemet:
:: sees the impact, now waiting for the torpedo closer ::

CEOMadred:
::enters TL:: TL: Main Engineering .........

CTO_Nash (Sound - Torpedo.wav):
::fires a torpedo at the drone::

XO_Grant:
*CEO*: we aren't done with drill yet

XO_Grant:
::monitors the launch of a torpodo at drone::

CO_Kemet:
:: Notes the impact and smiles :: CTO: Well done.

CEOMadred:
::in TL as it whirs its way down the tube, hears the com and wonders if he could flush his career a little harder:: *XO*: Aye sir .........

Sci_Psion:
CSO:  CSO/Capt.  External sensors indicate the torpedo did not explode within specified parameters.

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Let's get back on course, best speed.

FCO_Wall:
CO: aye sir

XO_Grant:
CTO: good shooting, send recovery code to drone to return to shuttlebay

CSO_Ryan:
Psion:Inform the CTO

CEOMadred:
TL: Bridge .......... ::kicks himself in the stomach proverbially::

XO_Grant:
CO:we should drop shields to recover drone, SB191 will want it back

CTO_Nash:
Xo:aye sir ::sends out recovery code

FCO_Wall:
::increases to full impulse::

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Report immediately.  find the problem.

CSO_Ryan:
CO:yes sir

CEOMadred:
::the TL arrives on the bridge and he steps out ...... hoping to avoid the eyes of the CO and XO::

Sci_Psion:
CTO: The torpedo left too much matter left over.  It's not exploding completely.

CEOMadred:
::makes his way to where he can look down on the command deck::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Shall I stand down the departments sir?

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Stand down, let's recover the probe and figure out what the problem is.

EO_Lefler:
::Main Engineering still at Red Alert:: Running Diagnostics on shields and weapons::

XO_Grant:
CTO: This could be serious , get with engineering for assistance if necessary

FCO_Wall:
CO/XO: ETA 3 min.....

CTO_Nash:
XO: aye sir

CMORevvik:
*SB* stand down red alert, good job

OPS_Lynam:
::Returns power to systems::

XO_Grant:
CTO: set us to yellow alert once drone is recovered

CSO_Ryan:
CTO:It could be a problem with the torpedo control computer possibly not setting them to full yeild

EO_Lefler:
::Standing Down::

CO_Kemet:
:: nods to the FCO :: XO:  When we arrive, take us to standard orbit, get our new recruit onboard and prepare your away team.

CO_Kemet:
:: stands up ::

CTO_Nash:
xo:aye sir

Sci_Psion:
CTO: I suspect it is either a problem with the timing mechanisms or the arming circuitry.

XO_Grant:
::monitors the approach of drone as it enters shuttlebay::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  You have the bridge :: goes into the RR ::

FCO_Wall:
::sees drone on nav sensors::

CO_Kemet:
:: sits at desk wondering how there could be a problem with the firing, begins going over records ::

XO_Grant:
CTO:After we arrive at outpost Daniels 07 , investigate drone data

CTO_Nash:
sci:you have a point

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: Might have been one faulty torpedo.  We should have the torpedo crew do a diagnostic on a couple of others.

CTO_Nash:
xo:aye sir

XO_Grant:
FCO: eta to Daniels 07

CSO_Ryan:
CTO: We should also test one

CEOMadred:
::watches as the CO leaves the bridge:: XO: Permission to return to Main Engineering?

Sci_Psion:
CSO:   If I may...I would like to inspect a torpedo.

FCO_Wall:
XO: 1.5 min

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the Delphyne approaches the outpost

CTO_Nash:
cso i think your right we should

XO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged

CEOMadred:
<Yang> ::turns and leaves Main Engineering nodding to the EO without a word being said the entire time he was in ME::

OPS_Lynam:
::Prepares to bring power systems to yellow alert status::

CSO_Ryan:
Psion: You may assist the engineering team down there as soon as you finnish with the external sensors

EO_Lefler:
::Notices Yang leave. Start to run checks on all systems after Red Alert::

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Yes sir.

XO_Grant:
CEO: Stay on bridge until we get to Daniel 07 please

CTO_Nash:
::Puts ship in yellow alert::

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::shuts down his panel and turns to the EO, sarcastically:: EO: Well, that was fun ...........

CO_Kemet:
:: starts reviewing NaVar's file ::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Adjusts power levels::

CO_Kemet:
:: looks up noting yellow alert. Attempts to keep himself completely composed ::

CEOMadred:
::sighs and looks at the XO and then the view screen ...... wonders how far it is to Daniels 07 wanting to go over drill data with Lefler::

EO_Lefler:
Jackson: MAybe if we ask nicely we can do it again

XO_Grant:
CEO: once we get there I am going to lead an AT to investigate raid and to co-ordinate assistance. I want you on that AT

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::grunts at the EO::

FCO_Wall:
XO: approaching outpost

CEOMadred:
::nods:: XO: Of course, sir .........

XO_Grant:
*CMO*:Standy by to join AT to Daniels 07

XO_Grant:
FCO: assume standard orbit, watch  out for space debris

CMORevvik:
XO: yes, sir

FCO_Wall:
::reduces to 1/4 impulse, then thrusters::

FCO_Wall:
XO: aye

CO_Kemet:
:: notes medical file discrepancies ::

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> ::stand and moves to where the EO is going over the data:: EO: So, how did we do? Any better than last time?

CMORevvik:
XO: permission to leave the bridge?

XO_Grant:
CTO: Assign a 2 man security team to join AT

Sci_Psion:
CSO:  The diagnostic has been run.  All systems nominal.

FCO_Wall:
::taps console for standard orbit::

EO_Lefler:
Traidrer: Much. That Engineering drill we ran last week paid off

CSO_Ryan:
SCI:you may join the team in torpedo control

CTO_Nash:
Xo:aye sir

FCO_Wall:
XO: standard orbit sir

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Yes sir.

CEOMadred:
XO: With your permission, I would like to take a pair of engineers with us to the outpost ..... and a field generator, they may have structural damage after the attack.  ::watches the outpost getting closer on the view screen::

Sci_Psion:
::leaves bridge::

XO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged

XO_Grant:
CEO: sounds good to me, do it

CMORevvik:
XO: permission to leave the bridge?

TO_NaVar:
::waits for word from the Delphyne when it enters orbit, making final checks::

CSO_Ryan:
::runs sensor scans of out post::

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> EO: Well, so long as I am up, anything I can do?  ::grins at the EO::

CSO_Ryan:
::and planet::

XO_Grant:
CMO: ok but join us in transporter room 1

CMORevvik:
::nods and heads for the TL::  TL: sickbay

EO_Lefler:
Traidrer. Why don't you go over the preliminary damage report from D07 and get the neccesary supplies ready

Sci_Psion:
::enters turbo lift::

CO_Kemet:
*XO*:  Is the new TO onboard?

CEOMadred:
*Yang/Jackson*: Report to Transporter room 1 with a field generator ...... you have away team duty.  ::turns to get in the TL::

XO_Grant:
OPS: There might be data in the Admin building and nearby Kiosks  join me on AT

CMORevvik:
::the TL hums then opens. Walks in and  grabs a Med kit then exits and enters TL again::

XO_Grant:
*CO*: not yet

OPS_Lynam:
XO: Aye sir.

CMORevvik:
TL: TR1

CO_Kemet:
:: shrugs and tries to keep patience ::

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> EO: Yes, sir ...... ::moves to a console to overview the data::

Sci_Psion:
::exits turbolift and head toward torpedo bay::

XO_Grant:
OPS: See if you can raise the new TO

FCO_Wall:
::taps adjustments, maintains orbit::

CO_Kemet:
:: takes a deep breath and looks out window ::

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::hears the com and moves to a locker huffing out a field generator::

EO_Lefler:
::Going over damage reports and making repair crew assignments according to specialties::

CEOMadred:
<Yang> ::enters ME again and looks at the EO with a sigh:: EO: You think I am ever gonna get to sleep tonigh?

Sci_Psion:
::opens up a torpedo::

OPS_Lynam:
*TO: U.S.S. Delphyne to Ensign NaVar.

CEOMadred:
::listens as the TL whirs its way to the transporter room::

EO_Lefler:
Yang: I doubt it. Sounds to me like we are all going to be up all night

TO_NaVar:
@*OPS* Ens NaVar here.

OPS_Lynam:
XO: I have him sir

XO_Grant:
OPS: signal him to prepare for transport

Sci_Psion:
::scans torpedo::

CTO_Nash:
Xo:permition to go to meet the new TO in the transporter room

CEOMadred:
<Yang> ::almost laughs and then moves to help Jackson with the field generator ..... the two carefully move out of ME::

CO_Kemet:
:: looks to the gift on the desk, smiles briefly, and remembers ::

XO_Grant:
*Transporterchief*: beam up Ens Navar

OPS_Lynam:
*TO*: Prepare for transport ensign.

TO_NaVar:
@*ops* : Ready.

CEOMadred:
::checks for the Type 1 phaser he keeps in his waist band as he enters the TR::

TO_NaVar:
@::stands ready

CMORevvik:
::the doors open and Revvik walks into the TR::

XO_Grant:
CTO: you have permission

OPS_Lynam:
*Trans Off*: Transporter room, one to beam up.  The coordinates are on your board.

CEOMadred:
::moves to an equipment locker just as the TR begins to whir with an incoming transport::

CTO_Nash:
::goes into tl  TL transporter room

XO_Grant:
*<transporterchief>: beams up Navar

TO_NaVar:
::materializes on Tranporter pad::

CEOMadred:
::glances at the TR operator as the he hears the com from the XO::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:The planet appears secure i am not detecting anything on the surface or in orbit

CO_Kemet:
:: has no idea what he is going to say but must face this ::

XO_Grant:
<transporterchief> *Bridge* we have him

CTO_Nash:
exits the tl and enters the transporter room just as navar apeiars::

CMORevvik:
::looks up at the glowing figure emerging from the transporter::

XO_Grant:
*CO*: he is onboard sir

EO_Lefler:
Eng: I want teams Alpha-Gamma working on the inside of the structure. Delta will have external structural reapair. Zeta team you have orbital defense systems

CEOMadred:
<Jackson/Yang>::enter the TR with the field generator between them, they set it down with a sigh::

Nicke_AGM:
COM:USS Delphyne: this is Command station Daniels 07.....welcome ......

TO_NaVar:
::looks around and takes a few steps towards Nash::  Ens Nostin NaVar reporting

XO_Grant:
COM:daniel 07: we are glad to be here and to offer our assistance

CO_Kemet:
:: wonders if the XO has made contact with the station.

Sci_Psion:
CSO/CTO/Capt:  The torpedo's structure and circuitry are sound.  I am analyzing the programming.

CTO_Nash:
NaVar:wellcome abored Ens.

CSO_Ryan:
CSO:understood

Nicke_AGM:
COM: Delphyne: we could use all you have

CMORevvik:
::walks over the the CEO::

XO_Grant:
*CO*:we have arrived at daniel 07, Navar is onboard

CEOMadred:
::remembers he almost forgot something:: *EO*: I would like to coordinate the efforts wo support the Outpost here, Lefler.  Be ready to transport over any equipment or supplies we may need.  Also, check with sickbay and the CMO to see if Daniels 07 needs any supplies.

CTO_Nash:
sci:Acnoleged

TO_NaVar:
::hands Nash a PADD:: Sir, this is my Tactical report of the outpost. Also a Damage report, and a list of repairs I already started on while waiting.

OPS_Lynam:
XO: I have Outpost command for you sir.\

Nicke_AGM:
COM: Delphyne: have uploaded latest damage reports

CO_Kemet:
*XO*:  Good.  Begin the repair operation.  Have NaVar report to me immediately.

EO_Lefler:
*CEO*: Already on it sir

XO_Grant:
*CO*: I am going to leave with AT soon

CTO_Nash:
To:vary good

CEOMadred:
::sees the new TO and grins wanting to wave::

OPS_Lynam:
::Processes data::

TO_NaVar:
::looks all work and no play right now::

CO_Kemet:
:: knows next in command will take the bridge ::

FCO_Wall:
::looks over to OPS:: OPS: this new crewman should prove to be interesting, huh?

XO_Grant:
*CTO*: send that new TO to see CO

CTO_Nash:
*Xo*aye sir

OPS_Lynam:
COM: daniels 07, we have your reports.  An away team will be beaming down shortly.

OPS_Lynam:
FCO: Why?

XO_Grant:
MRRyan: you have the bridge

CTO_Nash:
to:if you will come with me the CO wants to see you

Nicke_AGM:
COM: *Delphyne* thank you....

AGMDave:
_AWAY Out looking for Cadets to kill and ships to destroy._

TO_NaVar:
::nods to CTO and falls into step behind him::

XO_Grant:
::waves to OPS to join him in AT

OPS_Lynam:
::Follows XO::

CTO_Nash:
::walks out to the TL  TL Bridge

XO_Grant:
::enters TL, slinging on tricorder::

CEOMadred:
::gives the new TO a rare smile, noting the large scar on his face ....... NaVar is the only one who would show that off::

TO_NaVar:
::follows CTO::

Sci_Psion:
CSO/CTO/Capt:  There is a faulty program in the torpedo's memory.

XO_Grant:
::exits Tl to transporter room 1::

CEOMadred:
::watches as his old friend leaves without so much as a nod, frowns ........ ::

CSO_Ryan:
SCI:correct the problem

XO_Grant:
::enters Transporter room 1::

FCO_Wall:
::makes adjustments to panel...taps buttons::

CO_Kemet:
:: waiting ::

CMORevvik:
::stands next to the CEO, pocketing a phaser and tricorder::

CEOMadred:
::sees the XO enter the TR:: XO: All set here ...... ::slings a eng kit over his shoulder, steps onto the TR Pad with the two engineers right behind him with the generator::

CMORevvik:
::notices the XO walk in::

OPS_Lynam:
::Follows XO ::

XO_Grant:
::heads to transporter pad::

CTO_Nash:
exits TL with NaVar in tow::  TO:the captian is in his ready room

CMORevvik:
::gets on TR pad with Med kit::

TO_NaVar:
::enters Catp RR with CTO::

CSO_Ryan:
::sits in captians chair::

OPS_Lynam:
XO: What equipment are we taking sir?

CO_Kemet:
:: stands looking Navar over :: TO: Welcome aboard.

XO_Grant:
Transporter chief: set us down in main courtyard outside of Admin building

CEOMadred:
::waits for the dematerilization::

CSO_Ryan:
::thinks hmm comfortable chair::

Sci_Psion:
::reprograms the torpedo::

CO_Kemet:
CTO:  Report back to your post.

XO_Grant:
<transporterchief>::inputs co-ordinates

CTO_Nash:
co:aye sir

EO_Lefler:
*CEO* Ready to send down repair crews sir. Waiting for your order

XO_Grant:
Transporterchief:engage!

TO_NaVar:
::salutes the Capt:: thank you sir.

CO_Kemet:
:: waits for CTO to leave ::

Sci_Psion:
::leaves torpedo bay::

CTO_Nash:
::Walks out to Tactical::

CSO_Ryan:
*sci*:when you are done with the torp report to the bridge and man the science station

XO_Grant:
<transporterchief>:: engages transporter controls, AT dematerializes::

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Yes sir.

CO_Kemet:
:: returns salute :: TO:  There is one thing I value in my crew.  It is honesty.

TO_NaVar:
::stands there with a serious look on his face that is only cut by the scar that runs down it::

CEOMadred:
*EO*: Understood ......... get some engineering and medical supplies prepared ...... we don't know what we are gonnna encounter.

Sci_Psion:
::enters turbolift::

CMORevvik:
::rematerializes on the outpost

TO_NaVar:
::watches and listens to the Capt::

EO_Lefler:
*CEO* On it sir

XO_Grant:
::rematerializes on Daniel 07::

CEOMadred:
@::materializes on the outpost::

CEOMadred:
@::looks about for a station administrator ...... anyone gonna great us::

FCO_Wall:
::notices CTO returns to bridge::

CO_Kemet:
:: pauses, then continues :: TO: I read your medical file about the scar, what happened?

Nicke_AGM:
<STation rep> GreetingS!!!


OPS_Lynam:
@::Materializes on Daniel 7::

Sci_Psion:
::leaves turbolift and enters bridge::

XO_Grant:
::scans the outpost for signs of battle and survivors::

CEOMadred:
@<Yang>  ::a little to late remembers he hates to transport as he rematerializes on the surface::

Sci_Psion:
::mans science station::

Nicke_AGM:
@<outpost rep> Away team: thank you for coming!

CMORevvik:
@::looks at the Station Represenative::

OPS_Lynam:
@::Scans area, and Station Rep::

CEOMadred:
@<Jackson>  ::materializes on the surface, looking around thinking ..... now this is the life, a station, pretty nice::

XO_Grant:
@stationrep: thank you , I am Ltc Grant from the Delphyne we are here to help

TO_NaVar:
Sir, I can honestly say it was an accident. and that it was caused by a mistake that now is understood as a mistake by the person who caused it.

CEOMadred:
@::listens to the Station Administrator ......

Sci_Psion:
CTO: I am reprogramming all the torpedoes from here.  It would be prudent if you were to double check my program.

CEOMadred:
<::>

CO_Kemet:
TO:  So why falsify a report?  This is an official report without the correct details?

XO_Grant:
@stationrep: this is Ltjg Madred he will help get your power back up and your defense system goiing

CTO_Nash:
sci:ok

CO_Kemet:
:: wonders how the AT is doing but thinks this is equally important ::

Nicke_AGM:
<Rep> Im called Shawn, Pleased to meet you

CEOMadred:
@::hopes Jackson and Yang have the Field generator okay, nods to the administrator as his name is mentioned::

EO_Lefler:
::In Engineering. Repair teams Alpha-Epsilon are assembled:: EngTeams: Ok everyone. you all ahve your assignments. Report to your assigned TR. Alpha to TR1, Beta to TR 2, Gamma to 3, Delta to 4, Epsilon to 5. I have sent coordinates to each of the TRooms. Good luck people. Now Move Out!!

XO_Grant:
@stationrep: this is Ltjg Revvik our doctor he will help get hospital back up

CSO_Ryan:
Psion:Continue doing scans of this system every 3 minutes report any changes i dont care how minor

XO_Grant:
@stationrep: please allow us access to these areas so that we can get started

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Acknowledged.

TO_NaVar:
Because it would have ment that a cadet's career would go down before it had a chance to begin, because of a foolish mistake. He learned from it, and is a better officer for it. I thought it better not to destroy the hope of a starfleet officer

OPS_Lynam:
@XO: What would youlike me to do?

XO_Grant:
@shawn: this is Mr.Lynham our ops officer ,he and I will investigate your raid

XO_Grant:
@shawn: may we examine your computer and comm files for clues as to nature of attack?

CO_Kemet:
TO:  Any choices like that, that need to be made aboard this vessel will rest on the command shoulders. That is not an option.  I want complete details for anything that happens aboard this vessel.  Is that understood?

TO_NaVar:
::nods:: Of course sir.

Nicke_AGM:
@<Shawn>XO: of course! this way please

TO_NaVar:
I have grown since then, and have learned the importance of what you just said.

OPS_Lynam:
@::Follows XO and Shawn::

CEOMadred:
@Jackson/Yang: You are with me gentlemen ........ ::follows the station rep down a corroidor::

CMORevvik:
@::follows the group::

Nicke_AGM:
@<Shawn>XO: it was a total surprise....they , whoever they were caught us with our guard down so to speak...we recently took down the defensse systems for repair.........

Sci_Psion:
::scanning::

CO_Kemet:
:: wonders about NaVar's story :: TO: very well.  Again, welcome aboard. If you would join me on the bridge now. :: exits RR, not before offering a hand to NaVar to shake ::

XO_Grant:
@ceo: you go ahead and get started contact me with updates

CEOMadred:
@<Jackson> ::sighs and moves to lift the field generator again .... heavy darn thing::

OPS_Lynam:
@::Begins scanning damaged areas for weapons residue::

CMORevvik:
@::motions for med team to follow::

TO_NaVar:
::shakes the Capt's hand, the falls in line behind him:: thank you sir.

XO_Grant:
@CMO: go ahead and find makeshift hospital, check in when you get there

CEOMadred:
@<Yang> ::grins and bears it as they follow the team down the corridor::

CO_Kemet:
:: looks around bridge to see who was in charge ::

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Nothing abnormal scanned.

XO_Grant:
::enters admin building with Mr.Lynham and Shawn::

Nicke_AGM:
<Shawn> Doctor..the medical facilites are two kilometers to your left ..you'll see a flag with a medic emblem on it..the injured are there

CMORevvik:
@XO: aye sir

TO_NaVar:
::walks out behind the Capt.

CSO_Ryan:
::notices the captan::

FCO_Wall:
::notices new ens and the Capt returning to the bridge::

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Report status?

CSO_Ryan:
::gets up out of chair

XO_Grant:
@shawn: did they leave behind any evidence?

CMORevvik:
@Shawn: thank you...

CSO_Ryan:
CO:alls quiet there are no other ships in sensor range nothing appears to be on the planet as well

CEOMadred:
@CMO: If you need any supplies ....... com Lefler back on the Delphyne .... I have him standing by to transport med supplies down.  ::watches the CMO move off::

CMORevvik:
@::turns back:: CEO: ok

EO_Lefler:
*CEO* Repair crews are underway. Repair time estimated at 12 hrs sir. Long day ahead of us sir

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  very well.  TO NaVar needs something to do. Have him help the team with the torpedo issue.

XO_Grant:
@Shawn:did it seem to be Dominion?

CMORevvik:
@::resumes heading toward the hospital::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:yes sir

Nicke_AGM:
@<Shawn> the ensign that was here waiting for you had begun helping us with the sesnor grids.......

CEOMadred:
@*EO*: Understood ...... I will conduct the teams from here .............

Sci_Psion:
Capt:  May I confer with you?

Nicke_AGM:
@<Shawn>XO: no..i believe it were dominion, we would not be having this discussion now

CSO_Ryan:
TO:assist SCI_Psion with the torp malfunction he will fill you in

XO_Grant:
::continues to scan the battle damage, looks like phaser damage::

TO_NaVar:
::acknowledges the order and moves to the TL::

CO_Kemet:
:: wondering about NaVar's story still. Expects that he will obey my orders.  seeming to be honorable ::

CMORevvik:
@::thinks, 2KM.  Thats a long way::

CO_Kemet:
SCI:  Yes, what do you have?

FCO_Wall:
::checks readings from panel, no adjustments needed::

XO_Grant:
@shawn: Usually Dominion would attack then conquer

OPS_Lynam:
@XO: My tricorder indicates the weapons fired at the outpost were phaser based.

TO_NaVar:
::takes TL and moves through the ship til he gets to torp control room::

EO_Lefler:
*CEO* Teams Alpha-Gamma are working inside on power and systems sir. Team Delta is working on Outer wall Structural repairs and Team Epsilon is in orbit in repair pods repairing statelite network

CEOMadred:
@::motions for the two eng's to set down the field generator within reach of a nearby ODN conduit::

CEOMadred:
@::nods to himself as Lefler's com comes in::

Sci_Psion:
Capt: It would seem a program was missing from the torpedo systems detonation sequences.  It could have been deliberate.

XO_Grant:
@shawn: I have heard that the Dominion has somekind of deal with the Orion syndicate and those sneaky creeps could do this. Betrayal is their specialtly

CMORevvik:
@::sees the Hospital in the distance and quickens pace::

XO_Grant:
@shawn: did you have any valuable cargo here in transit ?

OPS_Lynam:
@::Accesses library computer on ship and checks the weapons residue with known phaser types, and their users::

CO_Kemet:
SCI:  Check into it further then.  Make sure Mr.Navar is aware of anythign surrounding this issue.

Sci_Psion:
Capt:  The problem can be solved easily, although.

CEOMadred:
@::overhears the XO and the station administrator talking ....... makes no difference to him, it is all damge one in the same::

Nicke_AGM:
@<Shawn>::shakes head:: XO: it crossed my mind......but noone has returned..its been almost 16hours

CMORevvik:
@

TO_NaVar:
::walks over by SCI_ Psion:: Could it also have happened from the radiation surge you encounter on your last mission? Perhaps the radiation stripped the chips?

CSO_Ryan:
::moves science station and takes seat at science 2::

Sci_Psion:
Capt: Yes sir.

EO_Lefler:
::Keeps track of Repair crews. People incharge are good people and experts in their fields. thsi shouldn't take too long::

Sci_Psion:
TO: That would be a possibility...but unlikely since none of our other system were affected.

CEOMadred:
@::pulls out a PADD and starts to make notations on it about the priority of repairs::

CMORevvik:
@:: the Hospital is closer and closer.  He soon is able to see people waving their arms.  Then the team jogs the rest of the way::

CO_Kemet:
COM:XO: Report status on repairs.  how long are we going to be here.

TO_NaVar:
SCI: How many Trops has show this problem?

Sci_Psion:
TO: Evidence suggests very a very specific cause for a specific effect.

XO_Grant:
@Ops:see if you can access the last 24 hours of Comm records in this building, attach to the kiosks outside if necessary . see if you can find evidence of traitor

OPS_Lynam:
@XO: Aye sir.

Nicke_AGM:
@<Shawn>XO: a traitor???

CEOMadred:
@<Jackson> ::takes a breather as repair crews start working::

XO_Grant:
@:*CO*: we are still gathering data, time to complete is not known

OPS_Lynam:
@:: Finds working kiosk and interfaces the tricorder::

XO_Grant:
@shawn: we have to check all possible leads

CEOMadred:
@<Yang> ::starts to work hooking the field generator into the stations ODN system, supporting the station operations::

CO_Kemet:
COM: XO: Understood.  Keep me informed.  Especially in regards to your investigation.

Nicke_AGM:
@<Shawn>XO: i suppose you are correct

CMORevvik:
@<paul> Ah, I'm so glad to see you.  I'm Paul the Hospital dicretor.

TO_NaVar:
SCI: The Excellsior class ship carries 300 Trops, it will take sometime to verify them all.

FCO_Wall:
::thinks wonders how his brother doing at Earth station McKinely::

XO_Grant:
@CEO: how long do you thing it will take you to get the outpost up and running?

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  I want to be sure if there is anything in this system besides us, we know about it first.  Stay on it.

EO_Lefler:
::Too bad that with all of the engineering officers away I have to stay on board in case of emergency. ANd I got the scrubs working for me too::

TO_NaVar:
::walks over and starts working along said Psion

Sci_Psion:
TO:  There is at least one torpedo that I can verify.

OPS_Lynam:
@::Begins downloading comm. logs::

CSO_Ryan:
CO: I am running sensor sweeps of this system every 3 minutes if there is somthing out there i will find it

CMORevvik:
@Paul: I'm Ltjg Revvik.  Chief Medical Officer of the Delphyne.  Where are your wounded?

TO_NaVar:
::begins working on a second torp to see if it shows the same problems::

CO_Kemet:
:: feels good about his first encounter with NaVar, it will be easier than he thought ::

CEOMadred:
@XO: Well, we have four repair teams at work now, Jackson and Yang have set up a field generator to support station critical operations ........ I would say four hours to repair the M/ARC power supply and get the EPS taps back in place ...........

Sci_Psion:
TO:  In addition...a test torpedo did not detonate completely.

FCO_Wall:
::taps button on consoles, checks readings::

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Good.  Also, :: smiles :: in your spare time, any data you gather on the attack, I want to see.

CMORevvik:
@<Paul> Right this way ::enters a building::

TO_NaVar:
SCI: Test Torp? there was a test firing as of recent?

TO_NaVar:
SCI: Or did they fail in combat?

CEOMadred:
@::goes over a PADD and hands it to Station Administrator:: Station Admin: This is what I see so far ...... anything else critical I should know about?

XO_Grant:
@CMO:STatus? How long before their hospital is effective?

CMORevvik:
@::follow him in.  Inside there are a hundred or so wounded::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:yes sir i will compile a report

Sci_Psion:
SCI: It was a test firing. Not combat.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: hospital is running..but supplies are low

CSO_Ryan:
::accesses sensor logs on the raid::

OPS_Lynam:
@::Finishes downloading logs::

Sci_Psion:
TO: It was a test firing. Not combat.

CO_Kemet:
:: sits in chair, hoping that he will never be faced with a decision like Navar was.  Starts reviewing raw sensor data from the system. ::

CMORevvik:
@*XO* They have many wounded.

Nicke_AGM:
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